SO, TAKE OUR MURAL CHALLENGE!

• Find and snap a photo of at least five murals in town
• E-mail your photos to biglex@visitlex.com with the subject line “Mural Challenge”
• Post your favorites online using #sharethelex
• We’ll send you a free poster as a prize for completing your challenge.

HAPPY HUNTING!

LEXINGTON MURAL CHALLENGE

Lexington has beautiful, imaginative and thought-provoking street art at nearly every turn. Created by both high-profile commissioned artists and anonymous painters alike, these murals continue to shape the city of Lexington and are just waiting to be discovered.
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Dronex, Inc. | 200 block of Lisle Industry Road
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DATE | LOCATION | ARTIST | DESCRIPTION

HOME TO THE LEXINGTON LEGENDS BASEBALL TEAM, THE

WHITAKER BANK BALLPARK FEATURES FOUR DIFFERENT MURALS
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